Rhetorical moves are a useful framework for analyzing the hidden rhetorical organization in research papers, in teaching academic writing. We propose a * 國立清華大學資工系 NTHU NLPLAB 黃冠誠 等 method for learning to classify the moves of a given set sentences in a academic paper. In our approach, we learn a set of move-specific common patterns, which are characteristic of moves, to help annotate sentences with moves. The method involves using statistical method to find common patterns in a corpus of research papers, assigning the patterns with moves, using patterns to annotate sentences in a corpus, and train a move classifier on the annotated sentences. At run-time, sentences are transformed into feature vectors to predict the given sentences. We present a prototype system, MoveTagger, that applies the method to a corpus of research papers. The proposed method outperforms previous research with a significantly higher accuracy.
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